
Modernize your Budget Cycle 

ClearGov’s cloud-based budgeting and 
forecasting solution enables finance teams 
and department heads to streamline 
the entire budget process – reducing 
spreadsheet errors and eliminating version 
control issues. Easily create, collaborate, and 
edit budgets in real time and automate 
communications across departments. With 
dynamic dashboards, ClearGov empowers 
users to make data-driven decisions and 
visualize long-term planning. 

Budgeting
& Forecasting

Build budgets and forecasts with ease 

Streamline requests and feedback

Add context to support decisions

Centralize attachments and resources

Generate audit trails automatically 

“Having the budget online eliminates  
version control issues and lets everyone 
know where we are in the process.  
Instead of calling or emailing department 
heads, I can just go into ClearGov and 
access all the requests and supporting 
documentation in one spot.”

- Sean O’Brien 
  Assistant to the Finance Director, Natick, MA 

Why ClearGov?

BUDGETS SUITE



How It Works

Setup  
Simply export your budget 

data to Excel and we'll  
build you a custom  

dashboard that mirrors  
your chart of accounts for  

a seamless experience. 

Publish 
When approved, finalize and 
share your budget — you can 

make changes at any time. 
You can even publish it to 

your ClearGov transparency 
site to engage residents. 

Create & Collaborate
Draft a budget based on 
last year's figures or from 
a ClearGov forecast. Then, 

invite contributors to  
request changes and send 
to stakeholders for review. 

www.cleargov.com  •  (855) 553-2715

• Forecasting: Forecast by funding source and 
division up to ten years forward in minutes. 

• Unlimited Budgets: Create budgets for a given 
year or fund — including “what-if” scenarios.  

• Unlimited Contributors: Invite your team to 
collaborate online — you control their access. 

• Notes: Add attachments and comments  
directly to line items to provide justification.  

• Progress Bar: Keep tabs on your budget  
and the status of each request in real time.  

• Audit Trail: Automatically track every  
change, comment, and version.  

• Report Builder: Easily export or print custom 
reports with your preferred level of detail. 

Key Features

Improve efficiencies and gain 
better financial insight with a 
seamless budgeting process.

Add contributors to edit certain 
budget categories or line items. 
They'll be notified via email and 

reminded of deadlines automatically. 
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